Welcome to VxBlock Advantage – a new webinar series bringing together Dell Technologies leaders, industry analysts and real-world customer experiences to help you explore top-of-mind topics and benefit from the latest trends in converged infrastructure and beyond.

Join us Wed. November 20 at 12 p.m. EDT for a webinar featuring new Taneja Group research based on first-hand customer experiences

Embrace the Strategic Value of Your Data: Dell EMC Storage, Data Protection and VxBlock 1000

REGISTER NOW
See a Replay of the Oct. 30 Webinar: Modernizing High Value Traditional Applications with VxBlock 1000

Ask CI!

Reach out to us at any time. We want to hear from you to know how we can make your Dell EMC converged infrastructure experience even better!

For information on how Dell protects your personal data, see the Dell Privacy Statement here. You can unsubscribe at any time.

TANEJA GROUP FIELD VALIDATION REPORT: THE VALUE OF INTEGRATED DATA PROTECTION

Read first-hand experiences of Dell EMC customers who have benefited from “all-in-one, high performance, highly reliable data protection that is integrated with VxBlock Systems during manufacturing, pre-tested, pre-validated, and fully supported by a single vendor.”

VIEW REPORT

PLEX SYSTEMS CUSTOMER PROFILE: DELIVERING MANUFACTURING SUCCESS WITHIN THE CLOUD

See how Plex provides ERP software-as-a-service solutions from its manufacturing cloud by relying on the high performance, reliability and availability of VxBlock 1000 with PowerMax storage.

VIEW VIDEO  READ PDF
AUTOMATE, AUTOMATE, AUTOMATE: EXPANDED WORKFLOW LIBRARY

The Dell EMC library of converged automation workflows keeps growing. The Oct. 11 release introduced seven new workflows available with VxBlock Central Workflow Automation, including:

- **Storage management and administration**: workflows for PowerMax and VMAX enable operations teams to rapidly provision storage resources to respond to the fast-paced needs of the business.
- **Compute/host management**: workflows simplify VMware vCenter datastore cluster administration.

“It speaks to the design and robustness of Dell EMC storage, data protection and converged systems that just three IT engineers are able to manage all that infrastructure.”

— DELL EMC CUSTOMER QUOTE, EXCERPTED FROM FORTHCOMING TANEJA GROUP CUSTOMER VALIDATION REPORT

A LOOK AHEAD: INDUSTRY AND DELL EMC INSIGHTS
Did you know?

**Dell EMC VxBlock Central Workflow Automation** simplifies operations and reduces overhead by automating routine VxBlock administrative tasks. For example, now IT administrators can use an automated workflow to add storage resources—provision 30 storage volumes to an existing VMware vSphere ESXi cluster in just about six minutes. Without automation, this process can take up to 80 minutes. **And the library of VxBlock workflows keeps expanding.**

---

Extending data protection to the cloud

**We’re continuing to extend trusted Integrated Data Protection for VxBlock to the public cloud!** Dell EMC Cyber Recovery solutions and replication with Cloud Disaster Recovery are now available, giving you added peace of mind when your workloads move beyond on-prem. Learn more about our exciting cloud data protection strategy and offerings in future VxBlock Advantage webinars and follow along on [Twitter](https://twitter.com/@DellEMC_CI) for the latest VxBlock news!